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Abstract—In this paper, we present an extensive study of leakage
current mechanisms in diodes to model the dark current of various
pixel architectures for active pixel CMOS image sensors. Dedicated
test structures made in 0.35- m CMOS have been investigated to
determine the various contributions to the leakage current. Three
pixel variants with different photo diodes—n+ /pwell, n+ /nwell/psubstrate and p+ /nwell/p-substrate—are described. We found that
the main part of the total dark current is coming from the depletion
of the photodiode edge at the surface. Furthermore, the source of
the reset transistor contributes seriously to the total leakage current of a pixel. From the investigation of reverse current–voltage
( – ) characteristics, temperature dependencies of leakage current, and device simulations we found that for a wide depletion,
such as n-well/p-well, thermal Shockley–Read–Hall generation is
the main leakage mechanism, while for a junction with higher dope
concentrations, such as n+ /p-well or p+ /n-well, tunneling and impact ionization are the dominant mechanisms.
Index Terms—Image sensors, leakage currents, modeling.

I. INTRODUCTION

D

ARK current is an important parameter to characterize the
performance of an image sensor. Lowering the dark current will improve the dynamic range due to a reduction of the
shot noise of the dark current. Furthermore, dark current reduction is correlated with a decrease of the fixed pattern noise and a
reduction of the amount of white pixels defects in dark. Therefore, the reduction of dark current has been an important subject in the history of solid-state imagers. The main part of the
work that has been reported by our department about this subject is related to dark current reduction in CCDs [1]–[4]. Nowadays, we use this knowledge to improve the technology and
pixel architecture of image sensors made in Philips’ 0.35- m
CMOS imaging process. To optimize the performance of an active CMOS image pixel, its architecture and photo diode structure have to be optimized [5]–[7].
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Fig. 1. Cross section of an n /p-well test structure. L and A indicate where
length- and area-dependent contributions are located, respectively.

To get a good insight into the mechanisms of dark current generation and the location in the pixel where the leakage current is
generated, we have investigated dedicated test structures. First,
we have determined the leakage current per surface junction
length (A/ m) and the contribution of the area part (A/ m ) for
various diodes. Using these contributions, we model the leakage
current of different pixel architectures and compare the calculated values with dark current measurements of pixel matrix
test structures with pixels of 5.6 5.6 m . Next, we describe
the different dark current mechanisms on the basis of measured
and simulated reverse current–voltage ( – ) characteristics of
n /n-well/psb, p /n-well, and n /p-well diodes. Also, the temperature dependence of the leakage current has been used to distinguish the different mechanisms. Using the reverse voltage dependencies of the various junctions and the leakage generation
mechanisms, we are able to analyze the dark current behavior
of the various pixel architectures in detail.
II. DARK CURRENT MODELING BASED
DIODE MEASUREMENTS

ON

Various dedicated diode structures have been designed and
processed in Philips’ 0.35- m CMOS baseline process in order
to determine the leakage current of different diodes, such as
n /p-well, n /n-well/psb and p /n-well/psb. A schematic
drawing of a cross section of an n /p-well test structure is
shown in Fig. 1. The LOCOS regions have been designed as
stripes in active region, so all n areas are connected to each
other.
The total leakage current of a diode is assumed to be the
sum of three components: the length-dependent leakage from
the p-n junction at the surface (mainly in the area where depletion comes to the surface), the area-dependent leakage current
generated in the depletion in the bulk, and a contribution which
does not depend on either area or surface, for example, the contact area. Using this simple model, the leakage current per sur-
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TABLE I
LEAKAGE CURRENT PER AREA AND LENGTH FOR THREE DIFFERENT DIODE STRUCTURES

(a)
(a)

(b)

+

Fig. 2. Schematic drawing of p /n-well/psb diode where (a) the depletion
of the junction is screened from the surface by the p layer that is connected
to the p-well and (b) the junction at the surface is not screened and causes a
length-dependent contribution to the leakage current.

(b)

+

face junction length (A/ m) and the contribution of the area part
(A/ m ) of the diode can be determined from the measured reverse current of three structures with different ratios between
the area and the length.
The general equation that is used in the calculation can be
written as follows:
(1)
is the current
where is the measured leakage current,
is the area of the
density (A/ m generated in the bulk,
is the current per m generated at the
junction in the bulk,
is the length of the depletion at the surface, and
surface,
is a current offset. For the diode structures under study,
is negligible since the contact area is a
the current offset
p /p-well junction or a p /psub junction (see Fig. 1). By
solving the equations with two unknowns using the three difand
for the
ferent area/length ratios, we have determined
three diodes: n /p-well, n /n-well/psb, and p /n-well/psb. In
the pinned diode p /n-well/psb, the length-dependent leakage
is negligible if the depletion of the junction is screened from
the surface by the p layer [Fig. 2(a)]. In the situation depicted
in Fig. 2(b), the p /n-well junction at the surface causes a
length-dependent contribution to the leakage current. The
leakage currents of the different diodes have been measured
at 60 C for 2.2-V reverse voltage. The obtained area- and
length-dependent contributions are presented in Table I.
Using these values for leakage current per area and length
of the various junctions, we can model the leakage current of
different pixel architectures. To validate this model, we have
made test structures with pixel arrays of 13 231 pixels with

(c)

+

Fig. 3. Cross section of (a) n /p-well/psb pixel architecture, (b)
n /n-well/psb pixel architecture, and (c) p /n-well/psb pixel architecture.

+

+

a pixel size of 5.6
5.6 m , using a basic three-transistor
configuration [5]. All photodiodes are connected in parallel, so
the total leakage current of the pixel matrix can be measured.
Schematic drawings of the cross sections of three different pixel
architectures are shown in Fig. 3. We have measured the leakage
current a at 2.2-V reverse bias at 60 C.
For these pixel architectures, we have calculated the dark current using the contributions as tabulated in Table I. The length
of the p-n junction at the surface (photodiode edge) was multiplied by the contribution . The area of the p-n junction (photodiode area) was multiplied by the contribution . The sum
gives the calculated leakage current of the photodiode. In addition to this contribution from the photodiode, the area and length
contributions of the source of the reset transistor are taken into
account. For all pixel matrix test structures, the source area is
an n /p-well junction.
Fig. 4 shows the calculated leakage currents compared with
the measured leakage currents. The calculated leakage currents
match very well with the measured data, which validates the
model. In Table II, the calculated contributions are tabulated.
The main part of the leakage current is generated by the edge
of the photodiode at the surface. In the n /n-well/psb diode,
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TABLE II
CALCULATED LEAKAGE CURRENT CONTRIBUTIONS FOR THREE DIFFERENT PIXEL MATRIX STRUCTURES

Fig. 4. Measured and calculated leakage current for three different pixel
matrix structures with a 2.2-V reverse voltage at 60 C.

70% of the leakage current was caused by the depletion of the
photodiode at the surface (n-well/p-well junction) and only 5%
was generated by the depletion in the bulk. The source area of
the reset transistor, an n /p-well region, generates around 25%.
For the n /p-well pixel, the results are similar: around 75% is
generated by the depletion region of the photodiode at the surface, 8% by the depletion in the bulk and 17% by the reset transistor. In the pinned pixel [Fig. 3(c)], the depletion is only partly
screened from the surface by the p layer, because the contact
of the n-well requires a p /n-well junction. Due to this junction,
still 70% of the leakage current is generated by the depletion regions that reach the surface, 2% is generated in the bulk of the
photodiode and 28% is generated by the source of the reset transistor.
So, using this model, we can divide the (measured) leakage
current of a certain pixel architecture into the various contributions. For the pixels described here, the depletion at the photodiode edge at the surface is the main source of the total leakage
current in the pixel. Furthermore, the contact area of the reset
transistor, an n /p-well region, contributes seriously to the total
leakage current of a pixel.
III. DIFFERENT DARK CURRENT MECHANISMS
A. Diffusion Current and Thermal Generation
The leakage current of a p-n junction consists of diffusion
current from the quasi-neutral areas and generation current from
the depletion area [8]
(2)
where
time,

is the electron diffusivity,
is the electron life
is the doping level of the p-type region assumed to be

+

Fig. 5. Measured reverse I –V characteristics for n /n-well/psb,
p /n-well/psb, and n+/p-well/psb together with fitted functions.

+

the lower concentration part of the junction,
is the intrinsic
is the generation lifetime, and
concentration of silicon,
is the depletion width. A similar expression holds for
holes. The first term is associated with diffusion current and
the second one is thermal generation current described by the
Shockley–Read–Hall recombination [9]–[11].
The absolute value of the leakage current depends on the
doping of the p and n regions and on the defect density (through
. Besides, thermal generation depends on the square root of
the applied voltage, because of the depletion width dependency
[8]
(3)
is the dielectric constant of silicon,
are
where
is
doping levels of the p- and n-type regions, respectively,
the built-in potential in the junction, and the applied voltage.
So, the leakage current has the following dependence:
(4)
In Fig. 5, the reverse – characteristics for n /n-well/psb,
p /n-well and the n /p-well diodes are shown. The reverse
characteristic of the n /n-well/psb diode shows approximately
a square root dependence on the voltage (V to the power 0.58),
which corresponds to the description given in (4). However,
the n /p-well and p /n-well diodes have a different behavior.
These curves can be better approximated by an exponential
function. So, diffusion current and thermal generation are
not sufficient to describe the reverse current of these diodes.
Apparently other generation mechanisms such as tunneling
and/or impact ionization are dominant.
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where
is the maximal electric field,
is the electric field
,
,
, and
are the band-toof the breakdown,
band, trap-assisted, Shockley–Read–Hall, and diffusion current
densities, respectively, and is the parameter which determines
and
were already discussed.
and
the avalanche.
depend exponentially on the electric field

with

+

(6)

+

Fig. 6. Simulated leakage current densities for n /n-well/psb, n /p-well, and
pinned p+/n-well/psb diodes.

B. Tunneling and Impact Ionization
Tunneling becomes important in highly doped junctions,
which have a narrow depletion layer with relatively short
tunneling distances [12]. At higher applied voltages, tunneling
is usually overtaken by the impact ionization followed by
avalanche breakdown. The depletion width of n /p-well or
p /n-well junctions is more than twice as small as the depletion
width of the n /n-well/psb junction, which increases the tunneling probability. To verify if tunneling and impact ionization
can explain the fast exponential growth of the leakage current,
two-dimensional (2-D) simulations have been performed using
Suprem4 process simulator and MEDICI device simulator.
In addition to thermal generation (Shockley–Read–Hall)
band-to-band tunneling, trap-assisted tunneling [13] and
impact ionization [8] mechanisms are incorporated in the
simulation model. The simulated leakage current densities for
n /n-well/psb, n /p-well, and pinned p /n-well/psb diodes are
shown in Fig. 6.
There is a good qualitative agreement with the measurements
shown in Fig. 5. Due to the tunneling and impact ionization
mechanisms that are included in the simulations, the exponential behavior of the p /n-well and n /p-well diodes is described
correctly. Note that the absolute values of the measurements and
the simulations cannot be compared, since the simulations are
not calibrated. From the simulations, it is found that already for
low voltages (around 3 V) tunneling and impact ionization are
the main mechanisms of the leakage generation for n /p-well
and p /nwell junctions, while for n /n-well/psb it is still negligible in comparison with the Shockley–Read–Hall generation.
Both tunneling (band-to-band and trap-assisted) and impact
ionization mechanisms depend strongly on the electric field inside the structure [12], [14]. The reverse current can be expressed as the sum of different contributions depending on the
maximum electric field in the structure, depletion width, temperature, and dopings, with coefficients depending on the electric field and critical electric field [14]

(5)

is a constant which depends
where is the applied voltage,
on the temperature through the temperature dependence of the
is the depletion width,
is the depletion width
bandgap,
is the effective mass of carriers. The strong
at zero bias, and
electric field dependence explains the exponential behavior of
the leakage current of the n /p-well and p /n-well diodes.
C. Temperature Dependence
The temperature dependence of the thermal generation current and diffusion current is mainly determined by the intrinsic
concentration of silicon, which is of the first order in the generation term and of the second order in the diffusion term [see
(2)]. The intrinsic concentration of silicon depends on the temperature in the following way [8]:

(7)
and
are the carrier densities and
is the enwhere
ergy bandgap. When tunneling mechanisms are important, the
temperature dependence of the leakage is mainly determined by
the temperature dependence of the bandgap [see (6)]. At high
voltages when impact ionization is the main mechanism and at
avalanche breakdown the leakage current generation does not
depend on the temperature any more.
In Fig. 7, the graphs for (a) n /n-well/psb and for (b)
n /p-well b) are shown where the logarithm of the measured
leakage current at different applied voltages are plotted versus
and
dependencies. As can be
1000/T together with
seen the temperature behavior of these two junctions is quite
different. For n /n-well/psb, all the measured values of the
current (on a logarithmic scale) are on straight lines that have
smaller slopes than . This indicates that already for a reverse
bias of 0.15 V the diffusion current—proportional to —is
much smaller than the thermal generation current, which is
proportional to . At a 1-V reverse bias, the measured points
(T) curve, so the thermal generation is
are parallel to the
the main mechanism of the leakage generation. This situation
remains up to 20 V, very close to the avalanche breakdown.
Apparently the wide depletion reduces the probability of tunneling. Beyond 22 V, the avalanche starts and the temperature
dependence disappears.
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(a)

(a)

(b)
Fig. 8. (a) Simulated and (b) measured leakage current versus reverse voltage
at 40 C for the n /p-well, p /n-well/psb, and n /n-well/psb diodes.

+

(b)
Fig. 7. Measured leakage current (in semi-logarithmic scale) at different
applied voltages (a) for n /n-well/psb and (b) for n /p-well plotted versus
1000/T together with temperature dependencies of n and n .

+

+

For the n /p-well junction at very low reverse voltages
(0.1–0.5 V), diffusion from the quasi-neutral regions is the
main mechanism for leakage generation. Up to 2 V—about
the voltage of sensor operation—the diffusion current still
plays a role, because straight lines are not completely parallel
line. At 3 V, the leakage is generated thermally in
to the
the depletion, but already at 5 V the slope decreases. This
implies that caused by the higher dope concentrations at the
junction generation mechanisms become important that are
less temperature-dependent, such as tunneling and impact
ionization. While the reverse voltage grows, the temperature
dependence gets weaker and disappears at avalanche.
As a summary in Fig. 8, we demonstrate the comparison between simulated (a) and measured (b) leakage current at 40 C

+

+

for the n /p-well, p /n-well/psb, and n /n-well/psb diodes.
Comparison of absolute current density values cannot be made,
because the simulations were not fully calibrated. Deviations
in structure dimensions and inaccuracies in doping profiles
and carrier lifetimes result in a different order of magnitude
between the measurements and the simulations. However, if we
focus on the trends, we see a quite good agreement between
simulations and measurements. This resemblance shows which
dark current generation mechanisms are responsible for the
leakage current at every reverse bias voltage.
IV. DARK CURRENT ANALYSES OF PIXEL ARCHITECTURES
Knowing the reverse voltage dependencies of the various
junctions and the leakage generation mechanisms, we are
able to analyze the dark current behavior of the various pixel
architectures in more detail. As an example we will briefly
discuss, the n /n-well/psb pixel architecture of Fig. 3(b). In
characteristic of the n /n-well/psb pixel
Fig. 9 the reverse
matrix measured at 40 C is shown. The measured data has
been fitted by the sum of two functions: one with square root
voltage dependence and one with exponential voltage dependence. From the evaluation of the diode test structures (Fig. 5),
we know that the square root dependent contribution can be
ascribed to the n /n-well/psb junction while the exponential
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and understand the dark current behavior of the various pixel architectures in detail. In case of n /n-well/psb pixel architecture
it is shown that the reverse bias dependence of the dark current
is composed of two contributions, one from the photodiode and
one from the source of the reset transistor. The last one is responsible for the fast exponential growth of the reverse current
due to the n /p-well junction. Note that the working method
and the theoretical description of the dark current mechanisms
presented in this paper can be used for investigation and optimization of future more advanced CMOS imaging technologies.
ACKNOWLEDGMENT

+

Fig. 9. Reverse I –V characteristic of the n /n-well/psb pixel matrix
measured at 40 C and fitted by the sum of a square root and an exponential
voltage dependence contribution.

contribution is due to the n /p-well. So the fast growing of the
dark current at voltages above 2 V is caused by the leakage
current of the reset transistor source and not due to thermal
generation current in the photodiode.

V. CONCLUSION
We have evaluated dedicated diode and pixel matrix test
structures fabricated in Philips’ 0.35- m CMOS baseline
process to study the dark current behavior of the various pixel
architectures for active pixel CMOS image sensors in detail.
From the investigation of the diodes the area and length dependent contributions to the leakage current have been determined
for three different structures: n /p-well, n /n-well/psb, and
p /n-well/psb. It is shown that using these contributions the
dark current of different pixel architectures can be modeled
very well. We found that for the three pixel variants described
here about 70% of the total dark current in a pixel is coming
from the depletion of the photodiode edge at the surface and
about 17%–28% is caused by the leakage of the source region
of the reset transistor.
The various leakage generation mechanisms have been
described and compared with the reverse – characteristics
of n /n-well/psb, p /n-well, and n /p-well diodes. In the
voltage range from 1 to 15 V the reverse characteristic of
the n /n-well/psb diode shows approximately a square root
dependence. The wide depletion reduces the probability of
tunneling, leaving the thermal Shockley–Read–Hall generation
as the main leakage mechanism. The n /p-well and p /n-well
diodes can better be approximated by an exponential function
due to the dominancy of band-to-band tunneling, trap-assisted
tunneling, and impact ionization caused by the higher dope
concentrations at the junction. At low voltages, especially for
highly doped junctions, diffusion current from the quasi-neutral
regions is also important. The theoretical discussion has been
confirmed by the temperature dependence of the diode leakage
measurements and by device simulations using MEDICI.
With the reverse voltage dependencies of the various junctions and the leakage generation mechanisms we can describe
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